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What do General Practitioners think of Written Reflection? A Focus Group Study

Abstract

Background
Written reflection has become a key part of evidence for assessment for General Practitioners (GPs) and GP Specialist Trainees (GPSTs), as it is thought to enhance the reflective process and demonstrate ongoing learning. However, the educational value of mandatory reflection has been questioned, and there is little evidence on the acceptability of written reflection to clinicians.

Aim
To explore the views of GPs and GPSTs on the use of written reflection in the MRCGP and NHS appraisal.

Design and setting
A qualitative approach with GPs and GPSTs from the South of England.

Method
Three focus group discussions with 11 GPs and 14 GPSTs. Thematic analysis was used on the coded texts.

Results
There were diverse views on the value of written reflection. Some participants with particular learning styles found it useful; some viewed it as a ‘tick-box’ exercise and as a game. Some questioned its value as a tool for quality improvement. Its use may have opportunity costs on clinical work, other learning and leisure time.

Conclusion
Written reflection produced strong feelings among participants. Research is needed to gauge how commonly these feelings are held, to allow informed decisions on the place of written reflection in education and assessment.

Status box

What is already known in this area
Written reflection is an obligatory part of assessment and appraisal for GPs and GPSTs in the United Kingdom, in the belief that it enhances the reflective process and to demonstrates ongoing learning. However, the educational value of compulsory reflection has been questioned, and there is a need for evidence on the acceptability of written reflection to clinicians.

What this work adds
There is wide diversity of views on the value of written reflection. While some focus group participants found it useful, it may only benefit those with particular learning styles. Written reflection was seen by some to be a ‘tick-box’ exercise and as a game, and its value as a tool for quality improvement was questioned.
The use of written reflection in assessment and appraisal may have a significant opportunity cost.

**Suggestions for future research**

Further work is needed to gauge how commonly these feelings, both positive and negative, are held, so that informed decisions on the place of written reflection in education and assessment can be made.
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Background

Reflection can be defined as the process of engaging in attentive, critical, exploratory and iterative interactions with one's thoughts and actions, with a view to changing them. (1) It has been found to be the second of two critical steps in GP decision-making, following on from the initial phase of instant problem framing. (2) It leads to the review of initial judgements, allowing regular recalibration of critical knowledge.

The ability to reflect is regarded by some as an essential characteristic for professional competence. (3) It is argued that critical self-reflection enables physicians to listen attentively to patients’ distress, recognize their own errors, refine their technical skills, make evidence-based decisions and clarify their values, so that they can act with compassion, technical competence and insight. (4) Self-regulated and lifelong learning therefore have reflection as an essential aspect, and it is considered to be required for the development of both a therapeutic relationship and professional expertise. (5) Reflective learning has been widely viewed as an important learning mechanism, and the creation of portfolios which include written reflection has been seen as a mechanism to promote this. (6) Evidence of reflective practice was therefore mandated as part of licensing and revalidation in the United Kingdom (UK). (7)

Writing reflectively has been thought to be a useful part of an educational programme to supplement and provide the potential to enhance reflective processes, (8) to provide evidence of reflective thinking (9) and to demonstrate a doctor's on-going learning. These factors have led to an increasing emphasis on the use of written reflection in medical education and appraisal, with the use of electronic portfolios to record this being used as learning and assessment tools at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels. (3) When implemented appropriately, portfolios can improve medical students’ ability to integrate theory with practice, encourage their self-awareness and reflection, and offer support for students facing difficult emotional situations. (10)

General Practitioner Specialist Trainees (GPSTs) in the UK are required to record reflections on their clinical experiences and evidence of their professional development in an e-portfolio. (11) GPSTs need to make frequent entries into a reflective “learning log” which is shared with their supervisors. It is part of the workplace-based assessment component of the examination for Membership of the Royal College of General Practitioners (MRCGP). (12) For some GPST users, a reflective diary can be an important way of holding all the events of a training year together: a way of looking back, in order to view the progress made, and looking forward, to view potential learning needs. (13) For established GPs, the RCGP's credit-based system for Continuing Professional Development is based on a record of learning activities accompanied by a reflective record, where one hour of learning accompanied by reflection gives one learning “credit”. These are then verified at the National Health Service (NHS) annual appraisal to provide the credits that are required over a five year revalidation cycle period (14), to allow continued work as a GP.

Activities to promote reflection have been incorporated into undergraduate, postgraduate and continuing medical education, and in other health professions. However, the evidence to support and inform these curricular interventions and innovations remains largely theoretical (3). For medical students, while the use of a reflective journal appeared to improve their ability to identify what they needed to learn, there was no improvement in performance as measured by examination results. (15) Reflective writing did, however, seem to be an effective means for students of both expressing and dealing with uncertainty. (16) However, for qualified doctors, there is little research evidence to suggest that reflection improves quality of care. (5)
There has been some resistance to the idea of reflective writing, and a suggestion that while reflective learning using portfolios may be suitable as an educational tool for use by some, they may not be universally applicable (13). While reflection is recognised as playing an important role in learning and practice, the educational value of structured, mandatory reflection has been called into question. (17), as has the ethical acceptability of requiring the disclosure of personal feelings in a reflective portfolio. (18) Written reflections have been criticised as sometimes being superficial, hurried, selective, strategic and limited by time constraints, leading to a suggestion that the e-portfolio, in its current form, may not be the most appropriate way of encouraging written accounts of reflective practice. (11)

This study was therefore designed to explore the views on GPs and GPSTs on the use of, and the validity of, written reflection in the MRCGP and NHS appraisal.

**Methods**

We set up three focus groups from November 2014 to September 2015 in Somerset, Gloucestershire and London, to ensure that perspectives were obtained from a variety of settings (rural, town and city). We used purposive sampling to include both GPs and GPSTs. Participants were recruited by email or by face-to-face contact by the GP investigators. A focus group of GPSTs was recruited specifically to explore themes relevant to GP training.

Two study investigators conducted each focus group. In each group, one facilitator was personally known to some of the participants. Many of the participants knew each other, as they worked in the same location. Each group met for about forty minutes. Facilitators used an open-ended list of questions, including probes for more detailed information, and a brief topic guide to ensure important areas were covered. The topic guide was developed from a literature review and discussion with GPs who are involved in GP education. Participants were encouraged to talk freely about their views and experiences.

The discussions were recorded and transcribed in full. At least two authors analysed each of the transcripts independently. Each investigator independently developed a coding frame. Between authors, coding was similar. In the thematic analysis, data were organised into initial and then forty-one higher codes that provided insight into eleven identified themes. Each theme was examined for views, how frequently or strongly each view was expressed, and any alternative views. This process was repeated until theoretical saturation was reached with the data analysis (i.e. no new themes emerged from the data).

**Results**

Each focus group consisted of between seven and ten participants. There were twenty-five participants in total; fifteen were women and fourteen were GPSTs. Eleven main themes emerged from the analysis (Box 1). Participants are coded by their focus group (FG) number, whether they were a GP or GPST, and a number to identify them within their group.

**Reasons for doing written reflection**

Although written reflection became part of the educational assessment process primarily because it was seen as a useful learning mechanism, some focus group participants felt that the main reason for doing written reflection was done to provide evidence of their learning:

- It does provide evidence doesn’t it; it provides evidence of your learning. FG1/ST/2
- It feels like it's for the benefit of your supervisor to write that report at the end of the year. FG1/ST/5
Some commented that they only write their reflections down because they are obliged to:

I think the ‘writing down’ bit generally is because we have to, so we do it. FG3/GP/5
It is part of our curriculum, so as trainees you have to do it. FG3/ST/1

Instead of seeing it positively, some viewed it as a task that they just had to get on with:

It’s a hoop you have to jump through. FG3/GP/5

Useful aspects of written reflection

Some GPs reported that aspects of written reflection could be useful to them:

SEA [Significant Event Analysis] I have found quite useful, when you take some time over what has actually happened and consider what could have been done differently. FG1/ST/2
I keep a ‘learning log’, as it were, of interesting things which I write down that I then refer back to, to write it all up. FG2/GP/5

The participants identified a variety of ways in which written reflection helped them. For instance, it could help with emotional aspects:

I would say writing it down makes you, I think, confront the way that situations have made you feel. FG3/GP/2

Consolidation of learning was also considered to be one of the benefits:

Sometimes when you think you don’t actually write down specific things, whereas if you are forced to write it down it does help consolidate things. FG1/ST/4

Another advantage was that the need to write reflections down could help with thought processes and give structure to problem areas:

If you were just doing it by thinking about it, I think you can go round in circles, but I think by putting down on paper it gives a little bit of structure to it if you are having problems. FG2/ST/4

The reflective portfolio could also be a help in GP training, as it could be helpful for both GPSTs and their Trainers to see where their ‘gaps’ were:

It gives you a bit more direction. FG2/ST/3
I’m a trainer, so, the learning log is useful in that you see what trainees are doing, and whether they understand what is happening in that certain area and it is also good at finding gaps in the curriculum and gaps in their competence areas. FG2/GP/5
Some GPs valued the opportunity to make changes and use written reflection to demonstrate that they have improved:

If you have done something maybe not slightly right, how you can turn that around and show that you’ve improved from it or something. FG3/ST/2

**Techniques used for written reflection**

Focus group members reported a variety of strategies to help them document their reflections. For example, some found that ‘negative’ events could be easier to write about, and more useful, than positive ones:

Negative ones are easier to write about, you get more out of it. FG2/GP/4

Rather than recording a reflection straight away, some participants reported using a ‘learning log’ to provide notes for future written reflections:

I keep a learning log, as it were, of interesting things which I write down, that I then refer back to, to write it all up. FG2/GP/2

For some, writing reflections was a last-minute event:

You don’t really do it till you have to, and I think it comes to your appraisal and you think ‘I've got to reflect’. FG3/GP/5

One participant reported ‘waffling’, aiming to write a lot without really saying anything.

**Factors relating to time**

The use of time relating to written reflections was a significant issue for many participants. Concerns about the time involved in writing their reflections down were common:

But the amount [as trainees] we are expected to do is astonishing, I easily spent a working week – 40 hours on it. FG1/ST/2

Actually I find it quite time consuming – I write down maybe 20 scenarios in the appraisal each year – it takes me around 6 hours. FG2/GP/2

There was concern that written reflection was a poor use of time:

We are wasting bucket-loads of time on this stuff. FG1/ST/6

Participants also referred to significant opportunity costs:

It is so time-consuming and that actually stops you doing something else that would have been more positive ... actually you could have looked up something else you needed to know and got on with it or phoned a patient. FG3/GP/5

I think my issue with it is the impact it inevitably is going to have on my life outside of work. FG3/ST/1
**Relationship to preferred learning styles**

How much individuals benefit from written reflection seemed to depend on their preferred learning styles:

> I think it depends on your style, that you have, so, for some people writing it down is good, for others its... FG2/GP/5

The discussions provoked strong feelings, with some evincing a strong dislike for written reflection:

> I don’t like doing the process. FG2/ST/3
> We hate it. FG1/ST/1

**Disadvantages of written reflection**

There was a wide variety of opinions on the disadvantages of written reflection. It was felt by some to be a confusing, 'never-ending cycle':

> What’s your plan? ... and then you’re down a rabbit hole. FG1/ST/2

The ability to go back to a written reflection was useful to some, but not all:

> So I looked it up, ... and it did change my practice. FG1/ST/4
> I’m not reading them: I write them, I leave them behind, they’re done, they get read by my supervisor. FG1/ST/1

The process of written reflection was seen by some as being tedious and repetitive:

> Little bit tedious, got to do it. FG2/GP/5
> Suppose it is doubling your work, you would make notes on a lecture anyway, now you have to make notes on a lecture and then make notes on your notes essentially. FG1/ST/1

The amount of written reflection needed for e-portfolio completion was considered by some to be unreasonably large, and this could be seen as a huge burden:

> Last year ... I had over 60 reflections in my portfolio, but that wasn't enough. FG1/ST/2
> The overwhelming burden of ‘Oh gosh, I've got to finish the e-portfolio by May’ hanging over me. FG3/GP/2

Written reflection was viewed by some as being unhelpful:
Some were concerned that GPs were being forced to be ‘generic’:

You have to do this and this and this in order to pass, as you say it is becoming more generic. FG2/GP/1

We are training a whole army of people to be robots and all write the same thing. FG1/ST/1

**Written reflection as a ‘tickbox exercise’**

Many participants were concerned that written reflection was carried out purely to satisfy rules and regulations:

It’s just ticking boxes. FG1/ST/5

We are really busy and to actually document, write it all out, when we've already done the process is really ticking boxes for the outsiders. FG3/GP/5

The need to fulfil assessment criteria could make the process difficult:

Find it quite hard reflecting on something that ticks all the boxes, our portfolio has quite strict boxes and questions. FG2/ST/3

**Gaming**

A common theme in all the focus groups was the concept of the written reflection process as a ‘game’:

[You write] what you know they’ll want to hear. FG1/ST/1

If we are writing what we think people want us to write, and then our supervisors are writing what they think people want them to write, it seems a bit silly. FG1/ST/4

This led in some cases to self-censorship, resulting in a biased of selection of cases for written reflection:

You end up then picking topics, as others said, that aren’t as useful and you try and draw out things in those sections to fulfil the criteria. FG3/ST/2

Some GPSTs reported choosing less useful topics so that they could cover the prescribed curriculum elements:

You aren’t going to put things down that are going to make you look like a complete maverick or a dangerous doctor; although we can all think of events that are probably a bit off the wall, they are unlikely to appear in writing. FG2/GP/2
Feedback from assessors and appraisers

GPs and STs received feedback on their written reflections as part of the assessment and appraisal process. This could be helpful:

My trainer sometimes writes really useful stuff. FG1/ST/5

However, the quality and usefulness of feedback was reported as being variable:

I think it does depend on your appraiser, to be fair its incredibly variable. I think we’ve all had experiences of both. FG3/GP/1

You have one trainer saying that’s a great reflection and another trainer saying that’s not what we are after. FG1/ST/7

Some participants disliked the feedback that they received:

Yes, I found it quite an unnecessary and unpleasant process to have my reflection critiqued and told basically it wasn’t really acceptable in the sense that I should be reflecting in a more appropriate manner. FG3/ST/3

Questioning the validity of the process

Focus group members were critical of what they perceive as the assumption that written reflection was an effective way to measure and quantify GPs’ ongoing professional development, and a way to identify failing doctors.

[In] revalidation you are trying to prove someone is competent/ safe, and I don’t know if you will necessarily pick up on people that aren’t. FG1/ST/4

They questioned the value of written reflection as an educational tool to assist their learning:

It doesn’t feel like that is particularly taking me forward in my education. FG1/ST/7

Alternatives to written reflection

Participants identified many possible alternatives to the written reflection model as a component of assessment and appraisal. Some suggested that they should simply be trusted:

Perhaps just a bit more trust that people in general want to do the right thing and want to get better and want to learn, without having to write everything down to prove that you want to get better and want to learn. FG1/ST/1

An assessment of videoed consultations was one preferred alternative:
Why don't they do a video surgery for a qualified GP and have a group of people that are peers, that will say: 'that was great, this is where you could improve, let's create a personal plan for you and work from there'. FG1/ST/2

Case-based discussions (CBD) were another option:

I found that CBD – I could reflect on it the difficulties I had, how did it make me feel and the reflection I had done would be based on that ... to discuss that would be a more beneficial way to validate it. FG3/GP/2

Reflection through discussion was also considered:

Like our team meetings, small group reflection, that week you bring along something that has troubled you or something interesting, you do it that way, a more formal verbal setting. FG2/GP/4

A formal examination was raised as an option:

Do an exam once a year...? FG2/GP/4

To some, a record of a significant event analysis would be preferable to a written reflection:

I suppose the most formalised thing we do is the significant event analyses, which are written and the discussions are recorded and learning is recorded from that, as a group session rather than individual. FG3/GP/4

However, some couldn't think of any better ways of demonstrating learning:

I don't know! I can't think of a better way of doing it. FG3/GP/2

**Discussion**

Some GPSTs and GPs can find written reflection useful, though it may only benefit those with particular learning styles. Some view it as a ‘tick-box’ exercise and as a game. Its use may have an opportunity cost on clinical work, other learning and work-life balance.

**Strengths and weaknesses of the study**

While there was purposive sampling of group members, those with stronger opinions may have been more likely to respond to the invitations. Although there were only three focus groups, the study revealed a wide diversity of views on the value of written reflection, some of them appearing to be complementary, others contradictory. However, new themes may have emerged if there had been more focus groups in the study. There was no triangulation with other qualitative research methods.
Findings in relation to other studies

That the acceptability and use of written reflection may be influenced by an individual’s preferred learning styles has been described previously. (19) The range of learning styles among GPSTs is wide (20), so there may be a similar range of benefit from written reflection to those engaged in postgraduate medical education. This may explain why variation has been found in the extent to which doctors in training posts engage in, and document evidence of, reflection. (21)

There was no indication of any association between participants’ work location and the viewpoints that they expressed. However, the GPST focus group showed particularly negative feelings towards the use of written reflection in portfolio learning, and this accords with a previous study. (22) Our finding of a possible opportunity cost from reflective portfolio completion has also been described in undergraduates, where the time commitment may detract from other learning and deter students from engaging with the process unless required to do so by the demands of assessment. (10, 23)

Schön, in his seminal work (24) on reflection, did not intend the process of reflection to become so structured that it restricted thinking. However, there has been a suggestion that this is the case within some aspects of education, primarily due to the introduction and overuse of structured models of reflection (25), and this may be what our study participants were describing. This is consistent with an evaluation of the use of a formative reflective journal, which found that GPs were generally positive about the use of the reflective journal as a formative assessment, but were reluctant to adopt a more formulaic approach (summative reflective journal assessment) within the evaluative feedback (8). Our finding that some participants were critical with the use of reflective e-portfolios for summative assessment accords with that from another focus group study, in which both GPs and GPSTs recognised reflective practice as a useful strategy for professional growth and development but revealed a strong dislike for the an e-portfolio format: the summative assessment of the reflective e-portfolio was felt to inhibit true reflective practice, and the idea that the depth of written reflective practice can be objectively assessed was rejected. (26)

Written reflection produced strong feelings, of both like and dislike, among the focus group participants, and this has been described before with medical practitioner users of e-portfolios (19). In that study, the balance between workload demands and support provided did not favour a written reflective type of learning. It is recognised that learners have different preferred styles of learning, and many curricula use blended teaching methodologies to address this. It is equally possible that a range of models for reflection is beneficial and can be tailored to suit individual choice. Activists, theorists, pragmatists and reflectors may well have different preferences, so may prefer to approach reflective practice differently. (27)

There have been calls for further work to examine the evidence base for the use of reflective portfolios (23) and to determine whether recorded reflection is a true picture of the cognitive process involved (21). Further work to establish the role of portfolios in reflective learning has been recommended (22).

Implications of the study

This study has identified a wide range of views on mandatory written reflection. Research is needed to gauge how commonly these feelings, both positive and negative, are held, and to assess whether the benefits outweigh the disadvantages. Only then can informed decisions on the place of written reflection in education and assessment be made.
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Box 1 Themes from focus groups

Reasons for doing written reflection: participants’ perceptions on why they do written reflection.

Useful aspects of written reflection: aspects of writing reflections that are found to be helpful.

Techniques used for written reflection.

Factors relating to time: issues relating to the time spent on written reflection and the opportunity costs.

Relationship to preferred learning styles.

Disadvantages of written reflection: opinions on the drawbacks of the written reflection model.

Written reflection as a ‘tickbox exercise’: participants’ feelings that they are required to document their reflections so that they can fulfil specific assessment criteria.

Gaming: the concept of the production of written reflections for assessment and appraisal as playing a game.

Feedback from assessors: varied experience of comments from educational supervisors and appraisers.

Questioning the validity of the process: a perception that the obligation to provide written reflections for assessment and appraisal does not meet its aims.

Alternatives to written reflection: participants’ ideas on possible options for use in assessment and appraisal.